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Health Research Engagement Workshop

This month, PEARL held an innovative

Research Engagement Workshop. Local

NHS Clinical Commissioning Group

colleagues contacted PEARL to find out

about the University's health research. In

response PEARL set up a workshop inviting

health researchers and professionals to

discuss current projects and opportunities for

collaboration, which was very successful.

Consequently, PEARL would like to run

similar workshops for other research topics. If

you think you may be interested in being

involved in a Research Engagement

Workshop as a professional or researcher,

please get in touch. 

PEARL Grant-holder success!

Following a competitive application process, PEARL has funded 9 new activities in 2018-19

engaging the public with research, which are progressing with great success.

University of Lincoln Research Garden  
PEARL Grantholders: Caroline Riley & Jordon Watson



"What research would you do?"

Caroline Riley and Jordon Watson at the

Doctoral School have been inspiring the

next generation of researchers with the

first University of Lincoln Research

Garden. At the Lincolnshire Show on 20th

and 21st June 2018 members of the public

were given the chance to find out about some

of the University's research, from

sustainability in food production right through

to contemporary Chinese art.

Budding scientists, artists, business people

and innovators were inspired by the range of

topics that are being studied by researchers.

When asked 'What research would you

do?' answers ranged from 'how the

brain works' to 'video games' right through to

'llamas'. The project clearly encouraged the

next generation of researchers to think

outside the box, and inspired them about

research.

Are you interested in village pubs? 
PEARL Grantholder: Claire Markham

25th July 11am - University of Lincoln. All welcome, tickets available here.

PEARL Grantholder Dr Claire Markham

(School of Health & Social Care) will be

holding the first of two public seminars

sharing her research on the public house in

the rural community. Dr Markham will talk

about the importance of locally produced

food, real ale, service-placing, history

and heritage in sustaining village pubs.

Young Women and Stereotyping: Research Workshop and Skillshare  
PEARL Grantholder: Stefano Belli

On 13th July Stefano Belli (School of

Psychology) will be working with the Eleanor

Glanville Centre and Young Women's Trust to

run a day-long workshop in London with

economically disadvantaged young women.

The day will include focus groups discussing

participant experiences of stereotyping;

training on introductory research skills; and a

collaborative research design session. 

Queen and Country: Mapping Public Responses to the Monarchy,
1953-2018  

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/the-public-house-in-the-rural-community-tickets-46803627911?ref=e


PEARL Grantholder: Edward Owens

Edward Owens (School of History &

Heritage) is investigating how people identify

with the monarchy, and understand its social

and political functions. Student researchers

explored how people were responding to the

Royal Wedding on Lincoln's High Street, and

how these views may have been affected by

the occasion. The data is currently being

processed with updates to follow.

...and more exciting PEARL Grantholder projects in progress!

Nadia Andreani (School of Life Sciences) is in the process of writing her second short science

story for children, sharing the world of microbiology research. 

 

Andrew Rowcroft (School of English & Journalism) will be running a series of workshops

introducing members of the public to the study of contemporary American writing. Sessions will

begin in August, and include texts from a range of authors including Ernest Hemingway and

Jennifer Egan. 

 

Keivan Ahmadi (School of Pharmacy) will be creating an interactive "Forum Theatre" piece which

will allow audiences to engage with a story line about challenges and change in diabetes. At the

recent Diabetes Research at Lincoln conference, Keivan presented his PEARL project and

outlined the next steps; which will be to arrange focus groups with professionals, clinicians and

patients to create a story line that allow audiences to voice their opinions and suggest solutions.
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